ABSTRACT With the delayed channel state information at transmitters, an effective interference management approach, realized in the packet interference network and with a specific physical layer model (i.e., destinations have the flexibility to utilize past receptions), began to emerge. Meanwhile, the capacity region of this packet interference network can provide best interference management approach. Thus, in this paper, we concentrate on the capacity region of the two-user interference network with the past receptionbased physical layer model. To this end, we first derive the capacity outer bound, by exhibiting that the bound for the binary fading interference channel is exactly the desired one for the packet interference network. We then examine its linear network coding (LNC) capacity, by exploiting a linear-space-based approach, which unifies the problem of finding a capacity outer bound and devising the achievability scheme into a single linear programming problem. Finally, by analyzing the properties of linear spaces of coding vectors and some pure algebraic arguments, we prove that the LNC capacity region matches the derived outer bound, implying that the derived LNC capacity region is indeed the true capacity of the studied network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The history of studying the effect of interference (collisions) in wireless packet systems traces back to Aloha system [1] , [2] , and ever since, there have been extensive efforts to discover new techniques to mitigate interference in wireless networks. All sorts of centralized and decentralized scheduling, and Aloha-type mechanisms are designed to minimize the impact of collisions. In today's wireless packet networks, it is widely known that collision signals can also provide useful information, which could be stored for packets recovery in the future. This concept has been realized in real systems by variety of techniques e.g., multiuser joint detection [3] and interference cancellation [4] in cellular networks, and ZigZag decoding [5] for 802.11 MAC.
Feedback, as a longstanding important topic in communication theory, also provides new perspectives to deal with interference [6] , to improve the performance of wireless systems. To leverage feedback, one essential method is to equip transmitters with the knowledge of channel state information (CSI). In slow-fading scenarios, the access of transmitters to the full instantaneous CSI, can be simply implemented with negligible overhead. Nevertheless, with mobility becoming an inseparable part of today's networks and fast-fading scenarios becoming common, it is not practically viable to assume that the transmitters process full instantaneous CSI.
As a result, recent growing interests emerge in the study of effect of completely outdated channel state information at transmitters (Delayed-CSIT) in wireless networks. Specifically, for MISO broadcast channels in fast-fading environment, it was recently shown that even Delayed-CSIT can significantly improve the channel degrees of freedom (DoF) [7] . Subsequently, several works focused on the wireless networks with distributed transmitters and Delayed-CSIT, e.g., the investigation of DoF region of MIMO two-user Gaussian IC and X channel [8] , [9] , k-user Gaussian IC and X channel [10] , [11] , MIMO two-user Gaussian IC with Delayed-CSIT and Shannon feedback [12] , [13] , Layered interference networks with Delayed-CSIT [14] and binary fading interference channels with Delayed-CSIT [15] . In particular, under Delayed-CSIT assumption, Vaze and Varanasi [16] fully characterized the DoF region of MIMO two-user Gaussian IC, and the k-user Gaussian IC and X channels can still acquire more than one DoF [10] , [11] .
To put the theoretical results in practical use, the work [17] proposed a physical layer model for two-user packet interference networks, enabling both destinations to store the analog received signals at the receivers for decoding packets in the future. In particular, with Delayed-CSIT, two source-destination pairs can coordinate to realize interference management by exploring the arising coding opportunities. To evaluate its performance, throughput region of this twouser interference network was examined. It should be noted that, it only characterized the throughput region of the system under a specific setting, i.e., the probability that packets successfully arrive at each destination is assumed to be identical across links; Moreover, the derived capacity outer bound is just for linear coding schemes.
To fit for practical scenarios, a more general setting (i.e., we abandon the assumption that the probability is identical across links) is concerned in [18] . Pan et al. [18] studied the stability region of the two-user interference network with the physical layer model proposed in [17] . By designing a transmission strategy and utilizing the virtual network mechanism, the stability region for the proposed transmission strategy is characterized by a set of linear (in)equalities. Extensive simulation results reveal that the outer bound in [17] can be achieved from the practical perspective. Moreover, a brief comparison among different interference mitigation techniques, i.e., TIN, TDMA, SIC and IA, reveals the superiority of the proposed physical layer model. Besides, it has been shown that PLNC can potentially achieve 100% and 50% throughput increases compared with traditional transmission and straightforward network coding, respectively, in multihop networks.
The capacity region of interference networks can reveal best ways of managing interference, and it constitutes one of the most fundamental and challenging issues in current wireless networks (tending to be more interference-limited). In this paper, we investigate the capacity region of the twouser 1 interference network with the physical layer model in [17] .
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We derive the capacity outer bound for this interference network (not limited to LNC schemes), which is acquired by demonstrating that the capacity region of the interference network in this work falls within that of the binary fading interference channel in [15] . As such, the results for the binary fading interference channel can be directly exploited in the studied interference network. 2) We characterize the linear network coding (LNC) capacity region, by utilizing the framework first proposed in [19] , which unifies the problems of finding an LNC capacity outer bound and designing its associated bound-achieving solution into a single linear programming problem. To fit this framework for the two-use interference scenario, two issues arise: 1) how to design LNC schemes, providing that each source only processes its own packet steam, and 2) how to design the cooperation strategy to mitigate interference. 3) We characterize the capacity region of the considered interference network. After the characterization of LNC capacity region, by analyzing the properties of coding types and using some pure algebraic arguments, it concludes that the LNC capacity region matches the derived outer bound. It implies that the LNC capacity region is exactly the capacity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model. Section III derives a new capacity outer bound. Section IV discusses the main results, which are the full LNC capacity characterization and the equivalence between the LNC capacity region and the true capacity. Section V proves the correctness of the LNC capacity region and illustrates several key concepts. Section VI concludes this work.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is the mathmatical abstraction 2 of the physical layer model proposed in [17] . In particular, we consider a time-slotted interference network consisting of two source-destination pairs, denoted by (s 1 , d 1 ) and (s 2 , d 2 ), respectively, with each destination requiring the packets from the associated source. All packets are L bits long, and one packet is delivered in one slot.
Assume that s 1 and s 2 send packets a and b at the beginning of slot t, respectively. Then, at slot t, the received signal at destination d i can be described by
with Z i (t) being the interference at d i , and h 1i (t) (h 2i (t)) denoting the channel coefficient from s 1 (s 2 ) to d i , respectively. We now define the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and signal-to-noise ration (SNR) of each link ji at d i , i, j ∈ {1, 2}, as:
and SNR ji = 10 log 10 (
respectively. In both (2) and (3) signal. By defining vector α(t) = (α 11 (t), α 12 (t), α 21 (t), α 22 (t)), with α ij (t) ∈ {0, 1}, four reception states at each d i at slot t can be represented as follows,
With the above definition, we can rewrite eq. (1) as,
There are a total of 16 cases for the channel configurations.
In this work, we assume that all α ji (t)'s are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) across slots and links, i.e. it is a stationary and memoryless channel. In particular, α ji (t)'s vary as i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables B(p ji ), with p ji being the reception probability for link ji. For ease of representation, denote 1 − p ji as q ji and p α as the probability of state α. In addition, assume that each source is aware of the channel-state information with some delay (termed Delayed-CSIT for simplicity), which is assumed to be one slot here. Hence, at the beginning of slot t, each source processes channel state information α t−1 = (α(τ )) t−1 τ =1 . We further assume that both destinations have the knowledge of channelstate information and the channel gains.
Consider the following problem: For any rate vector (R 1 , R 2 ), within n slots each source s i wishes to send packet Here, we use slot t, t = 1, 2, · · · , n, to distinguish the n channel usages. As such, a network code contains 2n encoding functions: for t = 1, 2, · · · , n,
and two decoding functions: for i = 1, 2
where [Y i ] n 1 denotes the signals that d i has received from slot 1 to n. In (10), it is assumed that each d i knows how the coded symbols are generated (i.e., the functions f i,t (·, α t−1 )) but processes no knowledge of information symbols A i .
A linear network code means that all encoders f i,t are linear with respect to A i , i.e., W i (t) = C i,t A i , with C i,t ∈ R 1×nR i . To limit C i,t , power constraint C i,t ≤ 1 is imposed at each source. Recall the Delayed-CSIT assumption, we have that C i,t is a function of α t−1 . The received signal of d i at slot t is given by
Note that, with linear coding, there is a one to one correspondence between packets and coding vectors. We thus use packets and vectors interchangeably throughout this paper.
In practice, the coding vectors C i,t are often embedded in the header of packets, and are available to d i upon the successful reception of the associated packets [20] . Hence, the assumption for decoding functions (10) Note that the unit of the capacity region defined above is packets per slot. We can convert it to the traditional unit bits per slot by multiplying a factor of packet length L. In this paper, we exclusively use packets per slot as the unit.
III. CAPACITY OUTER BOUND
We derive the capacity outer bound by demonstrating that the capacity region of the interference network in this work is within that of the binary fading interference channel in [15] . Thus, the outer bound for the capacity of binary fading interference channel in [15] can be utilized directly.
We first describe the binary fading interference channel, consisting of two source-destination pairs, denoted by (sx 1 , dx 1 ) and (sx 2 , dx 2 ), respectively. However, the channel gain from source sx j to destination dx i at slot t, is denoted by g ji (t) ∈ {0, 1}, i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Assume that g ji (t) follows the identical distribution as α ji (t), i.e., g ji (t)'s are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables B(p ji ) across slots and links. At slot t, let b i (t) ∈ {0, 1} denote the signal transmitted by sx i , and the received signal at dx i is
where the summation is taken in F 2 . Next, we show that the capacity region of the interference network in this work is within the capacity region of the binary fading interference channel in [15] , as the following lemma.
Lemma 3: Consider the binary fading interference channel, with all g ji (t)'s being i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables B(p ji ) (i.e., α ji and g ji (t) follow identical distribution). The VOLUME 5, 2017 capacity region of this binary fading interference channel includes that of the interference network in this work.
Proof: We prove the statement by dividing the interference channel in this work into L sub-channels with the unit being bits per slot and by showing that each sub-channel is equivalent to the binary fading interference channel.
Recall that all packet are L bits long. Then, packet a in (8) can be represented as a polynomial in F 2 , i.e., a = L l=1 a l 2 l−1 , with each a l ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly, we have (8) can be rewritten as
With the knowledge of channel gains h 1i (t) and h 2i (t), from the perspective of transmitting information,
Further, we have that α 1i (t)a l + α 2i (t)b l over R and α 1i (t)a l ⊕ α 2i (t)b l over F 2 , have the same ability to transmit information. Subsequently, we only need to prove that each sub-channel follows the identical distribution as that of the binary fading system. Since the channel gains of each sub-channel are indeed the ones of the original network, and α ji and g ji (t) follow identical distribution, it follows that the distribution of the gains of each sub-channel is identical to that of the binary fading interference channel. Therefore, each sub-channel is equivalent to the binary fading interference channel, i.e., we reach the conclusion of Lemma 3.
Following Lemma 3, we directly have Proposition 4. Proposition 4: For the interference channel in this work, a rate vector (R 1 , R 2 ) is achievable only if it satisfies, for all i = 1, 2,
Remark: Each packet is L bits long. Meanwhile, L subchannels exactly transmits a packet per slot. Thus, numerically, the bound for the binary fading interference channel is just the desired one, with units being packets per slot.
IV. MAIN RESULTS
Before listing the main results in this work, we first define a finite index set TYPEs of 9 elements:
The reason why we select such an index set will be clear later in Section V-B. Let 
where × represents the Cartesian product. Throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise, we always have b ∈ TYPEs × TYPEs.
With the above definitions, the main results of this work are as follows:
Proposition 5: For the interference network in this work, a rate pair (R 1 , R 2 ) is in its LNC capacity region, if and only if there exist 81 non-negative variables x b , b ∈ TYPEs × TYPEs, y
and 2) the following four groups of conditions are satisfied.
• Group 1, with only one equality, is referred to as the time sharing condition:
• Group 2, with 10 equalities, is termed as the rank conversion conditions:
where p
b,rec,side and p
b,rec,vir are given in Appendix A for conciseness.
• Group 3, with 10 equalities, is referred to as the rank comparison conditions:
(25)
• Group 4, with 4 equalities, is referred to as the decodability conditions: For i = 1, 2,
(27) The direct observation reveals that this programming problem is non-linear, due to the existence of product of at least two variables, e.g.
b,rec being a function of p γ α b . However, by a simple transformation as in Appendix B, it becomes a linear one, implying that LNC capacity can be characterized by a linear programming.
The proof of Proposition 5 is relegated to Section V-D and V-C. Obviously, the LNC capacity region in Proposition 5 is an inner bound of the true capacity region. We can prove a stronger result as follows.
Proposition 6: The LNC capacity region in proposition 5 matches the outer bound in Propostion 4.
The proof of Proposition 6 is by the properties of TYPEs and some pure algebraic arguments, as shown in Appendix C.
Remark: The proof of Proposition 6 reveals that the capacity region can be achieved by using just three coding types for each source-destination pair, which significantly simplifies the complexity of the design of the optimal coding scheme. Meanwhile, this result can also provide insight into the coding scheme design, from the practical perspective.
V. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
In this section, we use the framework in [19] , with some modifications to fit for our scenario, to derive the LNC capacity region in Proposition 5. Since the interference network with Delayed-CSIT involves both interference mitigation and reception state judgment, these modifications are necessary.
A. BASIC DEFINITIONS
We first illustrate the intuition behind utilizing the TYPEs defined in (16) and give some definitions.
As mentioned in Section II, there are totally four kinds of reception states, but only three kinds are effective.
Without loss of generality, consider destination d 1 as an example. Assume that s 1 and s 2 send packets (vectors) 4 a 1 and a 2 at the beginning of slot t, respectively. Then, at the end of slot t, under the three effective reception states, d 1 will receive a 1 , a 2 or the linear combination of a 1 and a 2 . For the former two cases, d 1 directly receives packet a 1 or a 2 . For the third case, due to the utilization of linear codes, we can regarded it as that d 1 has virtually received one of a 1 or a 2 , say a 1 . This implies that we only need to retransmit the other one, i.e., a 2 to recover a 1 , with the retransmitted one referred to as virtually needed packet or virtually needed vector. In the rest of this work, we say a packet (vector) ''arrives'' at destination d 1 , if d 1 directly or virtually receive the packet (vector). And if a 2 arrives at d 1 , it is termed as side information for d 1 . The above analysis implies that we must determine which packet to retransmit when a linear combination arrives at a destination.
We thus define γ
j,(α jj ,α¯j j ) (t) ∈ {0, 1}, i, j = 1, 2 to indicate whether or not the transmitted packet successfully arrives at d i in channel state (α jj , α¯j j ) at slot t. Since at most one vector can be sent successfully, for i, j = 1, 2, we have γ
Note that a 1 and a 2 may be the linear combination of original data packets.
j,(α jj ,α¯j j ) (t) = 0 holds. Specifically, for the case that d j receives a linear combination, i.e, (α jj = 1, α¯j j = 1) at slot t, the fact γ
i, (1, 1) (t) = 1 implies that the other source must retransmit a packet. In brief, with variable γ [i] j,(α jj ,α¯j j ) (t), we can determine whether or not a packet should be retransmitted. For convenience, we define γ α (t) = (γ [1] 1,(α 11 ,α 21 ) (t), γ [1] 2,(α 22 ,α 12 ) (t), γ [2] 1,(α 11 ,α 21 ) (t), γ [2] 2,(α 22 ,α 12 ) (t)). At the end of each slot t, both sources cooperatively determine γ α (t). The above discussion reveals that the range of γ α (t) is related to α. Thus, for each α, denote the set of all feasible γ α (t) by Feas α .
On the basis of aforementioned discussion, at the end of slot t, for each source s i , we define three spaces: received information space, side information space and virtually needed space, denoted by S i,rec (t), S i,side (t) and S i,vir (t) respectively, as follows:
where S i,rec (t) is the linear span of the vectors of those packets that have successfully arrived at d i , S i,side (t) is the linear span of the vectors of those packets that have successfully arrived at d¯i, and S i,vir (t) is the linear span of the vectors of those packets that are virtually needed by d¯i.
For j = 1 to nR i , let δ j denote an nR i -dimensional elementary delta (row) vector with its j-th coordinate being one and all other coordinates being zero. For i = 1, 2, define i = span{δ j : j = 1, 2, · · · , nR i }, as the individual message space for d i . Note that, spaces S i,rec (t), S i,side (t) and S i,vir (t) are subspaces of i . Conventionally, we define the linear span of an empty vector set to be the linear subspace containing only all zero vector 0. That is, by this definition span(∅) = {0}.
Consider any two linear subspaces S 1 , S 2 ⊆ i , and define S 1 ⊕S 2 = span{C : ∀C ∈ S 1 ∪S 2 } as the linear sum space of S 1 and S 2 . Following the discussions at the beginning of this subsection, each d i can decode the requested packets A i = (a i,1 , a i,2 , · · · , a i,nR i ) T , if and only if at the end of slot n, we have S i,rec (n) = i and S i,side (n) = S i,side (n) ⊕ S i,vir (n).
B. CODING TYPES AND CODING SCHEMES
We now elaborate, with three spaces S i,rec (t), S i,side (t) and S i,vir (t), on how to design the scheme of LNC.
At the beginning of each slot t, since coding vector C i,t ∈ R 1×nR i , there are infinite ways of selecting coding vectors. For simplicity, we define the following 5 linear subspaces:
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where S i,rec , S i,side and S i,vir are shorthands for S i,rec (t − 1), S i,side (t − 1) and S i,vir (t − 1), respectively, i.e, the spaces at the end of slot t − 1. In the rest of this work, we often drop the input argument ''t − 1'' when there is no ambiguity in the context. Then, we can partition each individual message space i into 2 5 = 32 disjoint subsets depending on whether or not vector C i,t is in U i,k , for k = 1, 2, · · · , 5. We refer to each subset as coding type (type as shorthand). Each type is indexed by a 5-bits string 2 , and U i, 3 . Thus, it can be denoted by
where (35) holds from the fact that by (31) and (32), we 3 . It should be noted that some coding types are always empty, and termed as the infeasible types. For example, type 10000 is infeasible, since there is no C ∈ i such that C ∈ U i,1 = S i,rec , and
For each s i , there are totally 9 feasible types, and the set of these types, denoted by TYPEs, is defined in (16) . Besides, we define TYPE b as
The advantage of the framework in [19] is the permission for us to focus on the types of coding vectors, without the consideration about the exact C i,t . That is to say, we could only concentrate on the following problem: Which type b should be chosen to generate C i,t , to maximize the throughput?
For any given decodable linear network code, i.e., each d i , i = 1, 2, can decode packet steam A i , at the end of slot n, with probability close-to-one. Notice that, for each s i , all types in (16) always fully cover 5 i . That is, we can always find a type in (16) to label each s i 's coding vector C i,t of the given LNC scheme. Define
the normalized expected number of (C 1,t , C 2,t ) of type b. Since there are totally n slots, we have that the time sharing condition (18) holds. Subsequently, we will show that all other constraints in Proposition 5 hold.
Consider the spaces U i,k , i = 1, 2, k = 1, 2, · · · , 5. Denote these spaces at the end of slot 0 and slot n by U i,k (0) and U i,k (n), respectively. Take 
n E{Rank(U i,k (n))} as the normalized expected rank of U i,k (n). By Taking the normalized expectation of (36), the linearity of expectation, and stationary and memorylessness of the channel, we can prove (23). Similarly, we can also prove (19) to (22), with the detailed derivation relegated to Appendix D.
We will subsequently derive the rank comparison conditions in Group 3. By the definitions (31) to (34), at the end of slot n, for i = 1, 2, we must have
Taking the normalized expected ranks of the above inequalities at the end of slot n, the conditions (24) and (25) hold. Before the proof of (26), we first present the following selfexplanatory lemma in [19] . Lemma 7: For any two linear spaces S 1 and S 2 , we have
Then, consider the following inequality:
where (38) follows from Lemma 7, and (39) from simple set operation. Similarly, by taking the normalized expected ranks of the above inequalities at the end of slot n, condition (26) holds. The above process shows that, for any linear network code decodable at the end of slot n, and for any > 0, there always exist associated x b , p γ α b and y [i] k values satisfying (18) to (26). Since these constraints hold for arbitrary small > 0, the feasible region of these constraints (18) to (26) is non-empty. The ''only if'' part of Proposition 5 is proven.
D. THE ''IF'' ANALYSIS OF PROPOSITION 5
To prove the achievability, we leverage polytope-based view in [19] , which converts the achievability proof to trajectory construction in the polytope built on the constraints in Proposition 5. For ease of understanding, its main idea is repeated here.
Some notations are needed first. For any (R 1 , R 2 ) in the interior of the feasible region in Proposition 5, we use {ẍ b : ∀b ∈ TYPEs × TYPEs} (or {ẍ b : ∀b} for simplicity), p γ α b andÿ [i] k to denote the companying variable values in Proposition 5, such that these values and (R 1 , R 2 ) jointly satisfy the constraints (18) to (27). It should be noted that, eachẍ b is a constant scalar value associated with (R 1 , R 2 ); However, each x b is a variable of a programming problem.
The main idea is as follows. At the end of slot t − 1, each source s i utilizes the Delayed-CSIT to determine the subspaces U i,1 to U i, 5 . Then at the beginning of slot t, each s i selects C i,t from one of TYPEs, as discussed in Section V-C. Meanwhile, random processes X b , ∀b, are defined as follows:
which is the cumulative frequency of using type b until slot t. The crucial fact then follows: If two sources properly choose type b in each slot, such that the cumulative frequencies X b (n) =ẍ b hold for all b at the end of slot n. Then, from the outer bound analysis in Section V-C, the constructed linear network code achieves rate (R 1 , R 2 ) with probability close to one.
The reason is as follows. On the basis of the rank conversion arguments in Section V-C, if the desired frequency
k . This equation implies that the decodability conditions (the Group 4 in Proposition 5) are met for each d i with close to one probability. Therefore, the decodability conditions is equivalent to a new goal of attaining the target frequency {ẍ b : ∀b}.
Remark: In practice, it is not always possible to attain the frequency {ẍ b : ∀b} exactly. However, by the continuous nature of the LP problem and by the law of large numbers, if X b is sufficiently close toẍ b for all b, then (ηR 1 , ηR 2 ) is achievable with probability η for arbitrary 1 > η > 0.
Before proceeding, we should specify how to construct the polytope of the cumulative frequency (a polytope in the 81-dimensional Euclidean space). It is impossible to directly derive a polytope from the non-linear constraints in [19, Proposition 5] . However, according to Appendix B, we can construct the polytope of {x b : ∀b} by a series of linear transformations. As in Appendix B, the transformed rank conversion conditions convert all variables {x b,γ α : ∀b, γ α , α} to {y
. Therefore, by substituting all variables {y
with {x b,γ α : ∀b, γ α , α}, the rank comparison conditions become a set of inequalities governing the non-negative variables {x b,γ α : ∀b, γ α , α}. Again, by linear equalities (48) for all b, we can map these linear constraints for {x b,γ α : ∀b, γ α , α} to the ones for {x b : ∀b}. As a result, Group 1 and 3 become a set of inequalities governing the non-negative variables {x b : ∀b}. We then define (the polytope of the cumulative frequency) as the polytope in the first quadrant of the 81-dimensional Euclidean space governed by the inequalities of Group 1 and 3.
Remark: From eq. (48), it follows that each {x b : ∀b} value corresponds to a set of {x b,γ α : ∀b, γ α , α} values.
By first-order analysis, the empirical cumulative frequency {X b (t) : ∀b} must be inside polytope for any slot t ≤ n, for the following two reasons: • Property 1: Both the end pointẍ and the original point belong to .
• Property 2: If (R 1 , R 2 ) is an interior point of the capacity region in Proposition 5 and the considered interference channel is non-degenerate, then its interior of is nonempty. The detailed proof of Lemma 8 is in Appendix E. Then, we present the tunneling approach in [19] , to find the target trajectory. The definitions of tunnel and proper tunnel in [19] are needed first.
Definition 9: For any two points x start and x end in polytope , with each coordinate of x end strictly larger than the associated coordinate of x start , the line between terminal points x start and x end is the set of all convex combinations of x start and x end . For any δ > 0, a size-δ tunnel T between x start and x end is the maximum (closed) set of points, which satisfies the following two conditions: (i) x ∈ T implies that x satisfies the coordinate-wise inequality x start ≤ x ≤ x end ; and (ii) x ∈ T indicates that there exists a point y in the line between x start and x end , such that the Euclidean distance d(x, y) ≤ δ.
Definition 10: A tunnuel T of a polytope is proper if T is contained in the interior of .
As mentioned above, we should construct an LNC scheme such that its associated trajectory of {x b (t) : ∀b} is confined in a proper tunnel T connecting 0 andẍ. To guarantee that such a proper tunnel T exists, we should first find a pair of nodes x start and x end in the interior of satisfying x start < x end in a coordinate-wise sense; (41)
As such, a trajectory consisting of three phases is constructed: Phase 1: The first step from 0 to x start ; Phase 2: From x start to x end along a proper tunnel T; and Phase 3: The last step from x end toẍ. Remark: The following discussion is based on the assumption that the interference network considered is nondegenerate. Actually, for the degenerate case, its corresponding achievability scheme can also be derived as the nondegenerate case, by adjusting the rank comparison conditions in Proposition 5.
First, it should be noted that, Lemma 8 ensures that, in the interior of , there always exist x start and x end satisfying (41) and (42). This implies the existence of a proper tunnel T between x start and x end . From assumption (42), we can prove the duration of Phase 1 and 3 is negligible, by choosing a sufficiently small and a sufficiently large n. For the detailed implementation of Phase 1 and 3, please refer to Appendix F.
Next, we describe how to implement Phase 2. This phase consists of finite sub-phases. At the beginning of each subphase, say the beginning of slot t, if the cumulative frequency {X b (t) : ∀b} = x end , then by the definition of the tunnel T, it is always possible to select oneb ∈ TYPEs × TYPEs and a sufficiently small δb, such that point {X b (t) : b =b} ∪ {Xb(t) + δb} remains in the tunnel T. Thus, Select arbitrarily one suchb and the largest possible δb, such that {X b (t) : b = b} ∪ {Xb(t) + δb} remains in the tunnel T.
Then, after the selection ofb and δb, both sources will constantly send coding vectors of typeb for nδb slots. It should be noted that, during this sub-phase, γ α (t) should be chosen according to probabilityp at each slot t. At the beginning of the next sub-phase (i.e., the end of slot t = t + nδb), on the basis of {X b (t ) : ∀b}, restart the process of choosing typẽ b and δb. This process will be repeated until the cumulative frequency reaches x end . Actually, this iterative construction terminates after finite sub-phases, with a fixed δ. Moreover, by the definition of X b (t) in (40), if {X b (t) : ∀b} = x end (note that x end is in interior), then we have t < n, implying that Phase 2 will finish within n slots.
Finally, to prove the feasibility of phase 2, one thing left to prove is that, for each sub-phase, the selected TYPEb must be non-empty for the allocated nδb slots with probability closeto-one. That is, for every slot of the current sub-phase, there exist coding vectors in TYPEb for both sources, with probability close-to-one. Thus, we prove the following statement: If the cumulative frequency {X b (t) : ∀b} is within the proper tunnel T at slot t, then TYPE b i = ∅ for all b ∈ TYPEs and i = 1, 2, with close-to-one probability. That is, both sources can freely pick encoding vector at any slot t, if {X b (t) : ∀b} remains within the proper tunnel T, which constitutes the foundation of the tunneling approach. The detailed analysis of the statement is in Appendix G.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, We have derived the capacity outer bound for the two-user interference network in this work, by demonstrating that the outer bound for the binary fading interference channel can be directly exploited as the requested outer bound. This work has also characterized the full LNC capacity of this interference network, by a linear-space-based framework, which converts the LNC capacity to a linear programming problem. Finally, we have proven that the LNC capacity region matches the derived outer bound, and is thus the true capacity region, by leveraging the properties of coding types and some pure algebraic arguments.
One future direction is to generalize the results for an arbitrary numbers of receivers. The main challenge for the generalization is that the interference mitigation method is no longer optimal. Moreover, the linear-space-based framework can not be directly used in this case, since whether or not a feasible coding type is empty cannot be determined solely by checking the rank inequalities. Besides, the two-user MIMO interference channel is also an interesting topic.
APPENDIX A EXPRESSION OF VARIABLES IN PROPOSITION 5
In this appendix, the expressions of p
b,rec,side and p [i] b,rec,vir are given as follows.
APPENDIX B TRANSFORMATION OF PROGRAMMING IN PROPOSITION 5
We transform the programming in Proposition 5 into a linear one, by the substitution of the variable p 
Without loss of generality, consider eq. (19) . On the basis of the above definitions, by (43), eq. (19) can be rewritten as
Similarly, all other four rank conversion conditions (20) to (23) can also be transformed into linear inequalities. It implies that these five linear constraints convert variables x b,γ α to y (18) to (27). The proof is done by utilizing the properties of coding types and some pure algebraic arguments, and consists of three main steps.
Step 1: In this step, we show that, for each s i , with types {0, 5, 7}, it is sufficient to deliver all informations to both destinations.
Step 1 contains three sub-steps: exhaustion of vectors in TYPE 00000 (Sub-steps 1), TYPE 00101 (Sub-steps 2), and TYPE 00111 (Sub-steps 3). Consider Sub-steps 1. It should be noted that all vectors belong to TYPE 00000 at the end of slot 0. Thus, vectors in TYPE 00000 should be transmitted priorly until it becomes empty, implying y (1, 1) (t) = 0 and γ
Then, for each i, by (23), we have b:
After Sub-step 1, each vector sent by s i will fall in one of the following four cases. Case 1: The vector belongs either to space S i,rec (t) only, or both S i,rec (t) and S i,side (t), and is thus successfully delivered to d i . Case 2: The vector only belongs to S i,vir (t), and thus Rank(S i,vir (t)) will increase by 1. It implies, a new vector is required by both destinations and it is in S i,vir (t) ⊆ U i,3 (t + 1) rather than S i,vir (t − 1). Besides, it belongs to TYPE 00101 . Case 3: The vector belongs to both S i,rec (t) and S i,vir (t). Case 4: The vector only belongs to S i,side (t).
Instead of considering Case 3 and 4 separately, we focus on the space spanned by the vectors in both Cases. Obviously, this spanned space belongs to S i,vir (t) ⊕ S i,side (t) = U i,3 (t + 1) and U i,4 (t + 1), but not any of U i,1 (t + 1), U i,2 (t + 1) and U i,5 (t + 1), i.e., it belongs to TYPE 00111 . Then, two observations follow as: 1) all the missing vectors for both destinations belong to TYPE 00101 or TYPE 00111 ; 2) all the missing vectors with b i,4 = 0 belong to TYPE 00101 . The former statement reveals that, after the exhaustion of all vectors in TYPE 00000 , it is sufficient to deliver all the missing information with only TYPE 00101 and TYPE 00111 . Moreover, from the later one, for each s i , we can obtain y Consider Sub-steps 2. For each s i , the aforementioned analysis reveals that, after exhausting all vectors in TYPE 00101 , we have
In the following, similar to TYPE 00000 , for TYPE 00101 , we have the following cases. Likewise, here we also consider the space (spanned by the vectors in Case 2 and 3), which belongs to S i,rec (t) ⊕ S i,side (t) = U i,4 (t + 1) and U i,3 (t), rather than any of U i,1 (t) and U i,2 (t). That is, after the exhaustion of all vectors in TYPE 00101 , all the missing vectors belong to TYPE 00111 .
Consider Sub-steps 3. Since all missing vectors belong to TYPE 00111 , by the execution of Sub-steps 3, all information can be successfully delivered to both destinations.
Till now, we have shown that, from the perspective of information, types {0, 5, 7} are sufficient to fulfill transmission. Therefore, in step 2, assume that b is in {0, 5, 7} × {0, 5, 7}.
Remark: From the perspective of delivering information, there is no difference between TYPE 00101 and TYPE 00111 , since 1) the vectors in both types are requested by both destinations; 2) after the transmission of TYPE 00101 , all the missing vectors could only belong to TYPE 00111 . Thus, in step 2, we do not distinguish between TYPE 00101 and TYPE 00111 .
Step 2: We verify that, on the basis of step 1, there exist x b and p γ α b such that the decodability conditions (27) are satisfied. That is, for each i = 1, 2, the following equalities hold.
To this end, we first show that resources are sufficient for each source to deliver information to both destinations.
Consider the interference at d¯i by s i . Whenever a vector in TYPE 00000 from s i successfully arrives at d¯i, it will be either side information or virtually needed vector. Consider the space spanned by the virtually needed vectors generated during Sub-step 1. On one hand, to mitigate interference, d¯i must process the knowledge of this space, implying that d¯i must collect at least
from s i . On the other hand, since both TYPE 00101 and TYPE 00111 belong to S i,vir , no virtually needed vector will be generated in Sub-steps 2 and 3. It is thus sufficient to mitigate interference by setting
In addition, by (14), we have R i ≤ p ii ≤ p ii + q ii p iī , which is equivalent to
It implies that resources are always sufficient for each s i to mitigate interference, i.e.,
3 holds. We have proven that resources are sufficient for each source to mitigate interference. Then, what is left to prove is that the residuary resources are sufficient for each source to deliver information.
Consider the pair (s¯i, d¯i). Note that during Sub-step 1, some vectors are readily delivered to S i,rec (t). By definition, the fact VOLUME 5, 2017 that s i generates a virtually needed one, implies s¯i must have successfully transmitted a vector to d¯i. Thus, the question becomes: whether or not s¯i can transmit all the requested vectors to d¯i within min{1 − q¯i¯iq iī − R i p iī 1−q ii q iī , p¯i¯i}. From the outer bound (14) and (15), we have
implying that resources are sufficient to make b x b ·p
Next, we prove the existence of p γ α b , such that the decodability conditions in Proposition 5 hold. To be specific, we prove that, d i can collect at least one missing vector, whenever it is not in reception state 4.
Consider the following two cases. Case 1: s i transmits vectors of type b i = 0 (implying b i1 = 0). 6 Since all b¯i satisfies b¯i 1 = 0, the setting (γ [i] i, (1, 1) (1, 0) (t) = 1 for every slot t in Sub-step 1), can guarantee that both destinations can acquire missing vectors. Case 2: for TYPE 00101 and TYPE 00111 , since these vectors are required by both destinations, each d i can always collect missing vectors per slot, i.e., the statement holds. That is, we reach the statement.
With this statement, by priorly using reception states
Step 3: We demonstrate that all the unproven rank comparison conditions hold. From (50) and (56), we directly have eq. (26).
Consider the time sharing condition. Since each d i can collect one missing vector in each slot (side information or requested vectors), there must exist x b , b ∈ TYPEs × TYPEs, such that the following eq. holds.
Moreover, by (15) , (55) and (56), we have
Therefore, from (57) satisfying all the linear constraints in Proposition 5. The proof is thus complete. 6 Since 
APPENDIX D DERIVATION OF RANK CONVERSION CONDITIONS
We have proven (23) in Section V-C. In this appendix, following the definitions in Section V-C, all the other rank conservation conditions will be proven.
Consider U i,1 = S i,rec . By (28), Eq. Rank(U i,1 (0)) = 0 holds. If source s i choose a vector C i,t ∈ TYPE b i with b i1 = 0, then we have C i,t ∈ U i,1 . As such, whenever C i,t arrives at d i , the rank of U i,1 will increase by one. We thus have
Taking the normalized expectation of (59), and by the linearity of expectation and stationary and memorylessness of the channel, we have (19) .
Consider U i,2 = S i,side . By (29), we have Rank(U i,2 (0)) = 0. If source s i selects a C i,t ∈ TYPE b i for some b i with b i2 = 0, then C i,t ∈ U i,2 holds. In this case, whenever C i,t arrives at d¯i, the rank of U i,2 will increase by one. We thus have
Taking the normalized expectation of (60), we have proven (20) .
Consider U i,3 = S i,side ⊕ S i,vir . By (29) and (30), Rank(U i,3 (0)) = 0 holds. If source s i chooses a C i,t ∈ TYPE b i for some b i with b i3 = 0, then we have C i,t ∈ U i,3 . As such, whenever C i,t arrives at d¯i or becomes virtually needed one, the rank of U i,3 will increase by one. Thus, we have
Taking the normalized expectation of (61), we have proven (21).
Finally, consider U i,4 = S i,rec ⊕S i,side . By (28) and (29), we have Rank(U i,4 (0)) = 0. If source s i selects a C i,t ∈ TYPE b i for some b i with b i4 = 0, then C i,t ∈ U i,4 . In this case, whenever C i,t arrives at at least one destination, the rank of U i,4 will increase by one. Thus, we have
Taking the normalized expectation of (62), we have proven (22).
APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 8
We first show the correctness of the Property 1 of Lemma 8. Set {x b : ∀b} = 0, and obviously the time sharing condition (18) holds; From (19) to (23), all y
, and hence all rank comparison conditions in Group 3 hold. As a result, point 0 is in . Forẍ, from the analysis in Section V-C, the conditions in Group 1 and 3 hold. Therefore,ẍ b is also in . Property 1 is thus proven.
We then prove Property 2 under the following two conditions: 1) (R 1 , R 2 ) is an interior point of the capacity region, implying R 1 > 0 and R 2 > 0.
2) The considered interference channel is non-degenerated, i.e., p iī = 0 for i = 1, 2. In the following, by a step-by-step construction, we will prove the existence of an interior point.
Remark: An interior point in satisfies 1) all inequalities (24) to (26) are strict; 2) all 81 coordinates are strictly positive.
First set all variables {x b : ∀b} to be zero. It should be noted that x (0,0) participates in all rank conversion equalities (19) to (23), but brings different increments to each y [i] k . Specifically, when we increase x (0,0) (currently being 0) by a small constant δ (0,0) . Meanwhile, for each s i , during this process, set γ (1, 1) (t) = 0 and (0, 1) (t) = 1. As such, it follows that, for i = 1, 2, the value of y
4 will increase by δ (0,0) (p¯i¯ip iī q ii ); and the value of y
3 will increase by δ (0,0) (p ii q iī ), by (19) to (23). Besides, during the increment of x (0,0) by δ (0,0) , if channel state is (α ii = 1, α iī = 1, α¯i¯i = 1), according to the above setting of γ α (t), we conclude that the vector sent by s i must belong to both S i,rec and S i,vir . This implies that Rank(S i,rec ∩ S i,vir ) will increase by at least δ (0,0) (p ii p iī p¯i¯i).
Note also that x (1, 1) participates in all 8 inequalities (19) to (22), and brings different increments to y 1 . Since p iī = 0, we can increase the value of x (1,1) (currently being 0) by a small constant δ (1, 1) such that
where c is a positive constant. And the value of y
1 will increase by δ (1,1) (p iī q¯i¯i) .
Next, consider variables {x b : ∀b} \ {x (0,0) , x (1,1) }, and denote their type list by TYPEs . From p iī = 0 and the structure of TYPEs , we can increase these variables x b by a sufficient small amount δ b , such that each x b is strictly positive, and for all i = 1, 2,
Therefore, with these {x b : ∀b}, by (22), (63) and (64), we have y (63) and (65), we have y (24) and (25) are satisfied with strict inequalities.
Finally, consider rank comparison condition (26), we only need to prove space S i,rec ∩ S i,vir = ∅. Note that the element in S i,vir will be deleted if and only if a packet satisfying both b i3 = 1 and b i2 = 0 successfully arrives at d¯i. Thus, by (67), space S i,rec ∩ S i,vir can not be empty. This implies (39) holds with strict inequality, and thus rank comparison condition (26) holds with strict inequality. The proof of Lemma 8 is thus complete.
APPENDIX F IMPLEMENTATION OF PHASES 1 AND 3
There are infinite trajectories from 0 to x start in Phase 1. For simplicity, we assume that x start is constructed according to the process in Appendix E.
Specifically, in Appendix G, we have proven that, for each s i whether or not TYPE 00000 is non-empty depends on whether or not U i, 5 i . Obviously, this condition holds strictly at 0. And given a small enough δ (0,0) (the increment of x (0,0) defined in Appendix E), this condition still holds with strict inequality after the increment of x (0,0) . Therefore, both sources s i , i = 1, 2 can continuously choose vector C i,t ∈ TYPE 00000 for nδ (0,0) slots.
We then consider b = (1, 1) . Similarly, as discussed in Appendix E, the conditions y hold strictly before and after we increase the value of x (1,1) by δ (1, 1) . Thus, we can continuously choose vector with type b = (1, 1) for nδ (1, 1) slots, with probability close-to-one.
After b = (1, 1), we sequentially choose all type b ∈ TYPEs × TYPEs \ {(0, 0), (1, 1)}. For each b, we will continuously choose coding vector C i,t ∈ TYPE b i for nδ b slots, with δ b chosen in Appendix E. Since all rank comparison conditions are satisfied with strict inequalities before and after this process as shown in Appendix E, by the same reasoning as in the previous steps, continuously sending coding vectors C i,t of type b for nδ b slots is feasible with close-toone probability. The above procedure completes Phase 1 of the tunnel approach.
Similarly, infinite trajectories exist from x end toẍ in Phase 3. For simplicity, we only quantify the penalty of not performing Phase 3, and the result reveals that this penalty is negligible. Given any x end satisfying (42), and with probabilityp γ α b , we first compute the associated y (19) to (23), and denote these by y [i] k,end . By (42) and by the fact thatẍ satisfies all conditions in Proposition 5, there must exists > 0, such that Rank(S i,rec ) > n(R i − ) and y
3 for all i = 1, 2. And → 0 as in (42) approaches 0. With the corresponding to a x end , we can determine a .
That is, at the end of Phase 2, each destination d i can obtain n(R i − ) independent linear combinations of the required packets from s i and still need at most n packets to mitigate interference. Therefore, we conclude that even if we perform no coding operation, the duration of sending the missing linear combinations is O(n ). That is, the penalty of not performing any coding operations in Phase 3 is at most O(n ) from the long-term average throughput perspective. And this penalty is negligible as approaches 0.
APPENDIX G DERIVATION OF TYPE NON-EMPTY STATEMENT
In this appendix, we prove the statement, by the law of large numbers and the first order exception-based analysis. Since T is a proper tunnel, any {X b (t) : ∀b} in slot t in phase 2, must satisfy (18) and (24) to (26) with strict inequality. The times sharing condition (18) implies that n slots are not exhausted. That is, we can still choose a coding vector for the current slot. From the rank conversion arguments in Section V-C, it follows that, if (24) to (26) are satisfied with strict inequality at the beginning of the current slot t, then the associated rank inequalities (37) to (39) are strict with close-to-one probability. What we should prove is that, if (37) to (39) are strict inequalities, then TYPE b i = ∅ for all b i ∈ TYPEs.
In the following, consider all 9 different b i ∈ TYPEs one by one. 
where (71) and (72) 
Thus, TYPE 23 = ∅ is equivalent to
where (73) follows from Lemma 7. Therefore, the above condition is equivalent to U i,3 U i,5 .
• 
